Adding new styles to RefWorks Citation Manager and Write-N-Cite

- **Product:** New RefWorks

Users who want to add styles absent from the default list of styles in RefWorks Citation Manager (RMC) or Write-N-Cite (WNC) will use the **Create Bibliography** page to make those styles available in the writing tool. This process is similar to the Output Style Manager in legacy RefWorks.

1. Select the **Bibliography** icon and the **Create bibliography** option.

2. The last used output style will be displayed. Click the last used style name to load the **Search for styles...** box. Repeated searches for the most commonly used styles by an individual build the custom list.

3. Styles used to create a bibliography in the account will appear in:
   1. RefWorks Citation Manager after reloading the panel.
2. Write-N-Cite after syncing the database.
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